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1035

Early Buffalo Postal History The Collection of
Nate Calkins [Loose Leaf] Nate Calkins

A chronological study of Buffalo cancels with special sections
devoted to Steamboat cancesl and private delivery services

$40.00

Appears never used. Pages are clean

1592

A scarcity and value rating of the postmarks and
cancellations from the discontinued post offices
of Vermont [Paperback] Michael J. McMorrow

A scarcity and value rating of cancels from DPO's of Vermont

$10.00

Pages clean. Cover with age discoloration and
some markings. Couple pages not firmly
attached to paper cover.

1703

Star Cancels of New York State [Paperback]
Dave Proulx

Limited edition of 250 copies. A list of over 600 post offices in New
York which used the "Star" cancel.

$30.00

Pages and cover are sound. Cover does have age
staining at edges.

2088

Connecticut Post Offices And Postmarks
[Hardcover] Arthur J. Warmsley

This book is not the ordinary philatelic reference work--it is about
Connecticut post offices and postmarks but with an added touch.
People are added--their lives in and around the post office

$50.00

2280

The Chatham Square Post Office [Pamphlet]
American Philatelic Society, 1941

An account of the private postoffice and letter carrier service
operated from Chatham Square in old New York

$25.00

Pages clean. Some age discoloration on spine of
cover. Pages and binding are firm and tight.

$20.00

Sound and clean. Pages without defect. Pages
and binding are firm.

2683

2703

2979

This is the first catalog to be compiled which is devoted exclusively
to Maryland stampless covers with illustrations in actual size of
every type of postmark and supplementary marking known to the
catalogers.
Copy #248. This volume is intended to include all the post offices
Rhode Island Postal History the post offices
established in the state of Rhode Island from the beginning of
[Perfect Paperback] Lawrence M.Merolla,
statehood. The objective is to provide a reference work and to
Arthur B. Jackson & Frank M.Crowther
provide the postal history student with valuable and not easily
obtained information
The purpose is to reassemble the postal history of the 19th
century, depicting all reported postal markings of Cleveland since
19th Century Cleveland, Ohio Postal Markings
establishment of a Cleveland post office and to collect in one
[Paperback] Dale R. Pulver
place the efforts of many Garfield-Perry members in researching
those markings
Postal Markings of Maryland 1766 - 1855
[Plastic Comb] Roger T. Powers

$25.00

$4.95

Pages and binding firm and tight. Owners
handstamps (Dr. Graham--who reviewed this
book) in on front piece. Includes review.

3257

The Postal History of Maryland, The Delmarva
Peninsula and The District of Columbia
[Hardcover] Chester M. Smith and John L. Kay

Details the postmasters and post offices along with pertinant
information

$30.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Some
corner bumping of cover and a few scratches.
Appears never used.

3788

Maine Postal History and Postmarks
[Hardcover] Dow, Sterling T.

This work is a compilation of statistics gathered from a large
number of sources, with the considerate cooperation of libraries,
historical societies and cover collectors. n

$50.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears
never used. Dust cover with minor wearing and a
bit of soiling
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$11.75

Pages clean. Cover with a few scratches. Owners
handstamp on front piece.

4140

Long Island Postal Historian Volume 12 &
Volume 13 1988-1989; Volume 10 1986
[Paperback] Long Island Postal History Society

Newsletter and Journal of the Long Island Postal History Society.
Dedicated to the collection and research of the postal history of
Brooklyn (Kings Co.), Queens, Nassau and Suffolk Counties. 3
different volumes that are well illustrated.

$25.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Pages and
cover clean. 3 volumes Fall 1986; Winter/Spring
1988-1989; Fall 1988

4861

A culmination of more than 20 years of research on the markings
A Zone Number System for Boston [Loose Leaf]
which are related to zone numbering used throughout the Boston
Bart Billings
Postal district.

$30.00

Pages clean without defect. Staple at top left
corner includes staple holes

4927

United States Post Offices Volume V-The Ohio An attempt to publish a complete listing of the post offices which
Valley [Perfect Paperback] Richard W. Helbock
operated in The Ohio Valley: Indiana, Ohio &amp; Kentucky

$35.00

5140

The Postal Markings of New Jersey Stampless
Covers [Hardcover] William C. Coles

It is the purpose of this book to catalog those postal markings
used during the stampless cover period which ended in 1857

$15.00

Never used. Pages and binding firm and tight.
Pages and cover clean and fresh. Owners label
on front piece.

5265

Rhode Island Postal History The Post Offices
[Hardcover] Lawrence M. Merolla, Arthur B.
Jackson, Frank M. Crowther

This plume is intended to include all the post offices established in
the state of Rhode Island from the beginning of statehood to
1977. The object is to pro ice a reference work to assist and
encourage the development of Rhode Island postal history

$29.50

Pages clean. Cover with some age discoloration

5288

POSTAL SERVICE IN BOSTON 1639 - 1893.
[Paperback] Carl Wilhelm Ernst

This work remain the most comprehensive survey of the field and
is embodied moreover within a broad and meaningful
consideration of American postal history in general

$15.00

Pages clean without any defects. Pages and
binding are firm and tight. Cover with corner
bend.

5292

The Post Offices of Rhode Island [Paperback]
Gallagher, John S.

First comprehensive listing of the Post Offices of this state to
appear and is one of a series of such volumes for each of the 50
states

$20.00

Never used. Some age discoloration on the
cover.

5293

Post Offices of Delaware and the District of
A listing of post offices established in Delaware from statehood
Columbia [Paperback] Frank M. Crowther and until 1974 and an alphabetical listing of all post offices which have
Lawrence M. Merolla
been located or established in the District of Columbia since 1791

$14.00

Never used. Pages clean. Some discoloration on
cover

5294

Connecticut manuscript postmarks 1788 thru
1899 Longobardi, Ray

$9.00

Pages clean without defect. Cover with some
soiling. Pages and binding are firm and tight.
Appears never used.

3795

Item Name

Item Description

The purpose of this article is to make clear what towns within the
Establishment Of The First U. S. Government boundaies of the "Territory Northwest of the River Ohio" actually
Post Offices In The Northwest Territory
had Federal post offices and when, and to relate the details of the
[Hardcover] Jerry B. Devol & Richard B. Graham establishment of the very first post offices, operated under the
U.S. Post Office Department, in the Territory

The study embraces the period from statehood to the ending of
the 19th century containing a wealth of illustrations. The book is
the result of good solid research.
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5295

An Illustrated Catalog of Philadelphia Postal
Markings [Paperback] Robert J. Stets

An illustrated listing of the early postal markings of Philadelphia

$15.00

Never used. Pages clean. Cover shows bit of shelf
wear and color aging.

5322

The Postal History of Vermont w/ 1971 INDEX
[Hardcover] George C. Slawson; Arthur W.
Bingham; Sprague W. Drenan

Postal history of Vermont which includes sections on post offices;
cancels; postmaster&apos;s provisional; oval postmarks;
manuscript postmarks; etc...... A valuable reference.

$140.00

Pages like new. Clean and fresh. Cover shows a
bit of age wear. Item is more "Used-Like New"
than very good!!! Bottom corner with bumped
condition

5345

A Checklist of Vermont Post Offices 1783 - 1995
[Pamphlet] Richard W. Helbock

A Checklist of Vermont Post Offices 1783-1995

$15.00

6029

Postal Markings of Boston Massachusetts to
1890 [Hardcover] Maurice C. Blacke and Wilbur
W. Davis

6036

19th Century Cleveland, Ohio Postal Markings
[Hardcover] Garfield Perry Stamp Club

6106

A Postal History of Deleware [Plastic Comb]
Harvey Cochran Bounds

More than 150 full page plates illustrating 3,000 Boston
Postmarks, Auxillary Markings and Cancellations. Part of Dr.
Richard Grahams (postal historian and reviewer of literature)
library
Purpose is to reassemble the postal history of the 19th century,
depicting all reported postal markings of Cleveland since
establishment of a Cleveland post office

$30.00

Pages and cover clean & tight. Dust cover well
worn. Dr. Graham's signature on frontpiece.

$10.00

Hardcover and pages firm and tight. Clean and
fresh

Postilion reprint of the original manuscript. Postal history includes
lists of post offices and dates along with descriptions

$45.00

Never used. Pages and binding are firm. Top
edge of cover with minor bending probably due
from shelf storage.

6129

200 Years of Cayuga County, NY Postal History This books is an amalgamation of data, facts and maps from many
[Hardcover] Charles H. Sweeting
people, libraries and historical societies.

$49.00

6143

Data concerning the subsidiary offices is scattered in different
Vermont postal history: The branches, stations,
postal document, philatelic literature private collections, etc...This
& CPOs of the Green Mountain State Abajian,
book attempts to gather this information in one place and provide
Paul G
opening and closing date, locations, copies of postmarks, etc...

$95.00

6199
6200
6201

The Post Towns of Clinton County, Ohio
[Pamphlet] Rendell Rhodes
The Post Offices of Butler County, Ohio
[Pamphlet] Rendell Rhoades
Postal History of Logan County, Ohio
[Pamphlet] Simon E. Herring

Limited editon of 200 of which this is #35. Information of the
towns in Clinton County, Ohio with post offices, postmasters,
etc....

$15.00

Appears never used. Pages clean without marks.

List of post offices and postmasters of Butler County, Ohio

$15.00

Never used. Pages clean. Binding and pages firms

Describes the postal history, postmasters, etc..

$15.00

6239

Vermont Postal History: The Lake Champlain
Mails 1809-1875 [Plastic Comb] Allen Lovey and
Terence Fitzgerald

This monograph is meant to illustrate some of the covers and
applied markings that were carried by the Lake Champlain
steamboats

$90.00

6245

Vermont philatelic index Henson, Karl E

This is a comprehensive index that lists known literature pertinent
to philately in Vermont

$15.00

Appears never used. Pages and cover clean.
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6255

Postal history of Burlington, Vermont: the first
100 years. [Paperback] Donald B. Johnstone

6366

Federal Post Offices of N.Y. State 1792-1969
[Hardcover] Lee S. DeGraff

6400
6415

6453

8139

8303

8304

8305

Price

Condition

Published to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the
establishment of Burlington' s first post office in 1792

$17.95

Never used. Authors autographed dedication to
Dr. Graham (noted philatelist, postal historian,
author)

This list has been compiled from the records of the National
Archives &amp; Records Service and the Post Office Dept., Bureau
of Operations, Postmasters &amp; Rural Carriers Division and
contain only Post Offices officially listed in those records

$55.00

Appears never used. Pages and binding firm.

Illustrated Postal History-Chillicothe, Ohio [Card Postal History of Chillicothe, Ohio including illustrations of cancels
Book] Albert A. Brust
and uses

$35.00

Postage Rates 1789-1930 [Paperback] Virginia
Postal History Society

Abstract of Laws passed between 1789 and 1930 fixing rates of
postage and according Free Mail Privileges. 1982 Reprint.

$35.00

Postal History from the Archives of the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania [Paperback]
Robert A. Siegel Auction Gallery

This catalog comprises address leaves and envelopes (covers) to
be sold for the benefit of the collections of the Historical Society
of Pennsylvania. There are important covers from the French and
Indian War, and three covers related to the Whiskey Rebellion of
1794. Many new listings will be required in the American
Stampless Catalog

$20.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight

$40.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages and cover
clean without defect. Appears never used!!

$35.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages and cover are
clean without defect. Appears never used.

$35.00

Appears NEW. Pages and binding are firm. Pages
clean without defect. Appears never used.

$35.00

Pages and binding are firm and tight. Appears
never used and could be classified as NEW.
Pages and cover clean without defect

List of postmasters with their dates of appointment, data from
Wayne County postal history Koberg, Emma G official registers for the period 1817-1831 as well as many items of
local history.
Auction catalog of over 2400 different lots featuring an
astounding, museum quality array of rare correspondence in the
The Richard G. Ebach Michigan Postal History
form of original letters and envelopes predating the use of
Collection [Card Book] Craig A. Whitford
postage stamps from the late 1700's forward. The lots in the
Auctions
catalog are well described with minimal black and white
illustrations.
Well described auction of 2700 different lots w/ 1400 different
The William C. Allen Michigan Postal History
Post Offices represented, the majority of which no longer exist,
Collection [Card Book] Craig A. Whitford
with many bearing unique town postmarks. This is an opportunity
Auctions
for the Michigan specialist to see material that may never happen
again
The James H. Hayes Michigan Postal History
Collection Part I [Card Book] Craig A. Whitford
Auctions

A well described auction catalog of 1180 lots of Michigan postal
history starting with Territorials and including Campaign Covers.
Illustrations are in black & white. This is part I of perhaps 2 more
auctions covering the collection of James H. Hayes
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8365

8399

8567

8684

Item Name

Item Description

The study, a gold medal exhibit, shows the killer types used,
chronologically, at most of the existing post offices in the District
Washington, D.C. Postal Markings Killers for 25
of Columbia during the 1860-1885 period including Anacostia,
years 1860-1885 [Library Binding] Thomas G.
Brightwood, Congress, Georgetown, carriers, Tennallytown and
Taylor
the central office. A valuable resource for the collector of cancels
& postal markings.
Handbook & Checklist which includes name of office; earliest &
Handbook & Checklist of New Jersey DPO's
latest years of operation; county of location according to present
[Card Book] Brad Arch
boundaries

Price

Condition

$50.00

Condition is NEW; appears never used.
Photocopies of the gold medal exhibit received
by the Exhibition committe of the US Philatelic
Classics Society. Pages and binding are firm and
tight with no defect

$10.00

The Niagara collection Postal History of the
1901 Pan-American Issue [Card Book] H.R.
Harmer, Inc.

An acution catalog of 315 well described and illustrated lots of the
postal history examples featuring the 1901 Pan-American issue. A
valuable resource for the collector of World's Fair postal history

$45.00

Appears never used. Pages and binding are firm
and tight. Pages and cover clean without defect.

Stagecoach East [Hardcover-spiral] Oliver W.
Holmes & Peter T. Rohrbach
Pennsylvania Postal History: The Post Offices
and First Postmasters from 1775 to 1994
[Hardcover] John L. Kay and Chester M. Smith,
Jr.

Stagecoach days in the East from the Colonial period to the Civil
War

$20.00

Pages and binding are firm. Pages clean w/o
markings. Dustcover w/o defect

The Post Offices and the First Postmasters from 1775 to 1994

$50.00

3795a

Establishment Of The First U. S. Government
History and description of the establishment of the post offices in
Post Offices In The Northwest Territory
the Northwest Territory
[Hardcover] Jerry B. Devol & Richard B. Graham

$12.00

pages and binding are firm and clean.

5269a

Manuscript Post Offices of New York State
A listing of New York State covers with manuscript cancellations in
[Loose Leaf] Empire State Postal History Society
both the stampless and stamp period

$35.00

Pages are clean but shows bit of edge wear at
corners. contain 1974 additions to the 1973
manuscript. "Foxing" on the cover. Staple bound

6206-a

Manuscript Post Offices of New York State
[Paperback] Henry Chlanda & Chester E. Wilcox

Listing of Manuscript Post Offices of New York State 1984 3rd
edition including the 1999 Master Supplement to the 1984 3rd
edition

$30.00

Pages clean. Pages and binding are firm and
tight. Includes the 1999 Master Supplement
which is loose leaf and has a small stain on the
cover

6255a

Postal History of Burlington, Vermont The First
100 Years [Card Book] Donald B. Johnstone

Published to commemorate the 200th anniversary of the
establishment of Burlington's first post office in 1792

$35.00
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